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STUDENTS

How do first-gen
Americans hold onto
their culture?
BY ANASTASIA ZOLOTOVA

What makes an identity? Is
it your hobbies or hometown? Or
perhaps friends or family? Most would
agree that it’s a combination of all of
the above, but when you’re a firstgeneration American like me, it’s
often hard to figure out which parts to
embrace and which to leave behind.
As a Russian-American teenager
living half a world away from my
maternal family, it has been an uphill
journey for me to hold onto my culture.
Since childhood, my ability to speak,
read and write fluently in Russian
has eroded, making it difficult to
communicate with my family. However,
every New Year’s Eve, my mother and
I still make traditional Olivier salad,
made with potatoes, vegetables and
mayonnaise--even though my dad can’t
stand it.
This is one of many small traditions
that we have held onto, infusing our
American way of life with traditions
from Russia—a sentiment and a
struggle true for many Carmel High
School students, no matter whether
they were born here or immigrated with
their families.
Senior Quy Huynh is one such
student. Born in Vietnam, she came to
America in January 2017, following in

the footsteps of her extended family
who immigrated in 1995. But for her
and her mother, the road has not been an
easy one. Huynh describes the culture
shock initially experienced, especially
around the difficulty of studying in
school in a new language.
“My grandpa worked for the U.S.
Army, so he came here and he wanted
me to get a good education,” Huynh
explains. “At first, I was really shocked.
I had learned English in Vietnam, but
when I came here, I didn’t understand
anything.”
Elina Nizamova is also one of
Carmel High’s newest arrivals. She and
her mother moved from Moscow in late
2019, and she enrolled as a sophomore
soon after the start of the second
semester. Though her move was recent,
she already considers America, a place
she’s wanted to live in since she was
young, as fundamental to her identity.
“I really don’t hold onto Russian
culture that much because I didn’t
even hold onto Russian culture when
I lived in Russia,” explains Nizamova,
providing a different outlook. “The
Russian part will stay with me forever
because that’s the place where I grew
up…[but] I consider myself as more

CULTURE
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CHS senior Quy Huynh celebrating Lunar New Year at a Buddhist temple with her family.

HISTORY IN THE MAKING

photo by RILEY PALSHAW

Senior Kai Raine Lee fights for rebound in the first quarter against Foothill.
Carmel went on to win 55-50 to advance to the Northern California
championship. See page 6 for more.
DISTRICT

CUSD proposes long-term
changes to campuses in
seeking bond measure
BY ZOE GARDERET
In a long-term goal to redesign
school campuses and support its
Facilities Master Plan, Carmel Unified
School District is pursuing a bond
measure, an initiative paid for by
Carmel taxpayers that seeks to improve
facilities and classroom technology as
well as develop new infrastructure.
Due to the many phases of the
Facilities Master Plan—assessing
voter
interest,
planning
and
construction—it will be a multi-year
development, projected to extend over
10 years. Carmel High School Principal
Jonathan Lyons and Superintendent
Barb Dill-Varga emphasize that the
planning is mostly theoretical at this
point as the district is still evaluating
voter support.
“Really it comes down to whether
the board feels that there will be an
appetite for support by this November,”
Lyons says. “The question is whether
they will go for the bond during this

November election or wait until 2022.”
To determine voter interest, the
board hired a research company that
distributed a survey to a sample of
Carmel voters, with results indicating
that the majority of taxpayers approve
the bond measure. The district will
decide by July whether to place the
measure on the 2020 ballot, and the
discussion will become more public
when the board shares an updated
plan with the community and receives
feedback starting in April.
The bond would impact all
CUSD campuses with an emphasis on
reconstructing CHS.
“The
community
advisory
council…came to a consensus that the
majority of the work needs to happen
at the high school,” Dill-Varga says.
“Something the board has discussed
as being an issue is that it’s missing a
heart to the campus.”
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American because I’m a very open, positive and free
person, and I guess Americans in majority have the
same personality that I do.”
As for holding onto their home country’s
traditions, both Huynh and Nizamova see the New
Year as one of the most significant events of the
year. In Russia, New Year’s is the most important
holiday of the year, even more so than the Orthodox
Christmas or Easter, with toasts to say goodbye to the
old year and a state-televised countdown and address
by the president before midnight.
“[This year] we celebrated American Christmas
and Russian as well, so two Christmases,” Nizamova
describes. “But Christmas in Russia is not such a
big thing. More important for us is New Year. It will
always be for me the main celebration.”
For Huynh, Lunar New Year is most important,
a festival that’s celebrated in China and other Asian
countries.
“At Lunar New Year, we wear a traditional
costume [a cheongsam], wear new clothes, clean the
house,” she relates. “The first person who enters your
house is really important because they will bring luck
to you.”
This year, Quy and her family attended services
at several different Buddhist temples in San Jose,
although she herself isn’t Buddhist—a common
practice among people who recognize Lunar New
Year regardless of their faith.
Alternatively, sophomore Sophia Perez-Diaz,
who has Mexican, Bolivian and Spanish heritage,
relates that for her and her family, Christmas is one
of the most important times of year. She and her
extended family gather in celebration of the holiday
and their unique tradition.
“We make certain desserts around Christmas—
it’s like a big thing,” Perez-Diaz says. “They’re called
buñuelos. They’re like irregular shaped doughnuts,
and it’s a process to make because you have to make
the dough, but it brings everyone together.”
Food is indeed a big part of what connects
families, as many first-generation Americans (and
anyone, for that matter) can testify. For Perez-Diaz,
it’s buñuelos; for Nizamova, it’s borscht, a classic
bright-red soup made with beetroot; for Huynh, it’s
any food seasoned with Vietnamese fish sauce.
Family is a big part of why these CHS students
feel a desire to stay connected to their culture in the
first place. For junior Jerry Blanco, whose parents
immigrated from Mexico, it’s part of the glue that
keeps them together.
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“If I stopped [practicing our traditions], they
wouldn’t say anything, but they’d be kind of like,
‘Why are you stopping? It’s been in our family a long
time,’” Blanco explains. “So, yeah, I don’t plan to
stop anytime soon.”
Perez-Diaz feels the same way.
“It’s a big part, at least because my parents want
to make sure I know where I’m from and not to
forget that,” Perez-Diaz explains. “And also because
I personally, too, want to know where I’m from
and have connections to my family because they’re
immigrants.”
For most first-generation Americans, there are
always some aspects of a new culture that require
more getting used to and others that are fully
embraced in place of traditional ways of living.
Both Nizamova and Huynh observe, for example,
that American culture often feels more open and
supportive of equality.
“In Western culture, women can wear everything
they want, right? But in my culture, you don’t show
your shoulders,” Huynh says. “I come from a pretty
traditional background, so over there, they have
standard gender roles—you have to help, know a lot
of things like how to cook. Here, women are more
respected. I’m trying my best to train my family
about what a woman can do. They can do whatever,
they can do a lot of great things like men can do.”
Some drawbacks are smaller and affect people
more day-to-day. For Nizamova, it’s namely American
teenagers’ preferred form of communication.
“I always call people, I never text people,”
Nizamova complains with a laugh. “Here, you guys
often text, and I hate texting! That’s what annoys me
very much and what will definitely stay for the rest of
my life…because texting is so impersonal.”
As most first-generation Americans would
agree, carrying on such traditions—be it cooking
certain foods or celebrating certain holidays—brings
a sense of comfort and connection. Although we may
be thousands of miles away from our family or our
first home, no matter where you are, traditions ensure
that you can carry a piece of that familiarity wherever
you go.
For me, that means that every New Year’s Eve,
my extended family and I are cooking the same food
with the same recipe—something that brings me one
step closer to them, despite the distance.
“I will bring my culture with me wherever I go,”
says Huynh, eloquently summing up her personal
experience as a first-generation American. “I have a
Vietnamese heart, but a Western mind.”

DISTRICT

Superintendent issues formal apology
to CHS athletic department
BY ATHENA FOSLER-BRAZIL
After an email to all CUSD families regarding
a personnel issue in the CHS athletic department
implied mismanagement by athletic director Golden
Anderson, Superintendent Barb Dill-Varga and
Board President Karl Pallastrini apologized to those
in attendance at a Feb. 26 board meeting and issued a
formal apology to CUSD families on March 6.
The initial email was in response to complaints
posted online by a former CHS coach, who made
multiple unfounded claims regarding Anderson, the
athletic program and CHS Principal Jon Lyons.
In attendance at the board meeting were
members of the CHS staff and faculty, many of
whom expressed support of Anderson and questioned
the district for sending an email which many read as
validating uninvestigated claims.
The Friday afternoon emailed apology by DillVarga both expressed regret over the “unintentional
pain that [the initial email] created” and attempted to
clarify its intention. “The Board, your district and site

administrative teams and I are in full support of our
high school site administration, teachers and athletic
department personnel,” Dill-Varga’s apology read.
Pallastrini also clarified in the meeting that the
other four members of the CUSD board were not
affiliated with the initial email, as it implied so.
Various members of the CHS faculty expressed
dissatisfaction with the tenor and content of the
apology Dill-Varga gave at the board meeting,
expressing that they thought a formal apology to the
district was in order.
“The superintendent’s opening statement had
no element of a clear and deliberate apology,” CHS
English teacher and basketball coach Hans Schmidt
says of the announcement at the Feb 26 meeting.
The coach says his frustration was assuaged by
the emailed apology, though he questions why it took
the superintendent nearly two weeks to send it out to
CUSD families.
Neither Dill-Varga nor Pallastrini could be
reached for comment this week.
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Carmel Wastewater Treatment Plant facing move
due to potential impacts of sea level rise
BY ATHENA FOSLER-BRAZIL

Built in the 1930s and tucked off
of Highway 1 just 2,500 feet from the
ocean, the Carmel Wastewater District
Treatment Plant is surrounded by
cottonwood trees. In the year since the
California Coastal Commission told the
district they may have to relocate due to
sea level rise, a threat many districts up
and down the coast are facing, the agency
has been evaluating potential options
which mitigate cost to the community
and maximize efficiency.
Wastewater
District
general
manager Barbara Buikema explains
that most of the community may not be
aware of what the Wastewater District
does, much less the fact that they are
considering moving due to the impacts
of climate change.
“This community may not have
developed in the way that it has were
it not for the Wastewater District,”
Buikema explains. “We made some
of the development possible... We’re
critical to public health and safety.”
The facility reclaims roughly 1.2
million gallons per day and 1,000 acre
feet of water annually, about one-tenth
of the total water used by the Monterey
Peninsula. The major components of the
Wastewater District include maintenance
of sewer lines and reclamation of
wastewater from their service area,
which extends as far as Quail Lodge in
Carmel Valley and as far south as Carmel
Highlands, though they are looking to
expand.
The majority of water treated at
the plant is pumped to Pebble Beach to
irrigate the community’s golf courses,
which, as Buikema points out, are a
significant asset to the economy of
the Carmel/Pebble Beach Area. The
salty water left over after each step of

treatment is pumped into Carmel Bay,
and the health and biodiversity of the
site are closely monitored.
According to plant engineer Patrick
Treanor, the plant was built to withstand
fluvial flooding from the Carmel River,
the last occurrence of which took place
during the ‘90s. The projected intensity
of future floods due to sea level rise
could be more than the site can handle.
As Treanor explains, the plant was not

plan.
“We will submit within one year a
short-term coastal hazards plan that will
identify all the hazards that we see at our
location,” Buikema explains. “We are
going to monitor conditions like lagoon
levels, sandbar levels, river flow, all the
things that could potentially have an
impact. And we have to come up with a
plan or a solution.”
As of now, the solution looks like

courtesy of BARBARA BUIKEMA

Part of the primary stage of wastewater treatment at the Wastewater Treatment
Plant in 1955.
engineered to sit in water.
Due to its proximity to the Carmel
River Lagoon, the facility could
potentially be facing three types of
flooding over the next few decades as
sea levels continue to rise. There is a
threat of backwater lagoon flooding,
closed lagoon storm flooding and fluvial
flooding, when extreme weather events
cause the river to overflow. To avoid
these possibilities, Buikema says, the
district and the California Coastal
Commission have agreed on a three-part

Bond measure
CONT. FROM 1

CHS may see the construction of a new
student services building, a communal space that
includes counseling services and a health center,
functioning as both a hangout area for students
during lunch and a hub for academic and wellness
resources.
Lyons emphasizes the importance of fostering
the feeling of an on-campus home for students,
an idea that has inspired discussion of the student
center.
“Right now one of the only communal places
kids gather is the library,” Lyons explains. “We’d
like to have another version of that, whether it’s a
redesigned cafeteria or something similar.”
A comprehensive modernization of CHS
facilities is also included in an outline for the
Facilities Master Plan, which can be found on
CUSD’s website and details potential areas for
improvement.
Because the administration offices and some
classroom wings have not been updated since the
late 1930s, the outline includes plans to replace
those buildings and modernize areas like the
school’s kitchen and restrooms. It also seeks to
implement new classroom mechanical systems
like heating units and air conditioning, increase
technology in the gym and add more athletics
storage areas.
Conversations about this plan began over

it involves relocating the plant in some
way or another, the timeline of which is
around 40 years. Even so, for a project
of this scale, planning and research have
already begun.
The Wastewater District is looking
at three potential options: connect
Carmel’s underground infrastructure
with Monterey One, the wastewater
treatment plant that serves the majority
of Monterey Peninsula and is located
in Marina; relocate Carmel’s treatment
plant to higher elevation; or break up the

two years ago when the district met with parents,
teachers, students and community members to
gather opinions about the needs of each campus.
“We took a year to talk about what we believe
about teaching and learning, how that philosophy
meshes with the facilities we have and where
there are gaps,” Dill-Varga says. “Last year we
took that philosophy and let it inform our work
with an architectural firm.”
Using feedback from its stakeholders, the
district developed ideas for how to turn its learning
philosophy into a physical format on each campus.
Lyons notes that students and teachers will play a
key role in offering ideas for the plan, especially
in the discussion of student social areas.
“Some teachers who would be affected the
most were already brought in,” he says. “As for
the design of specific spaces, I want to bring
student feedback into those questions, so that’s
when we’ll go to ASB.”
ASB students have already been involved
in a conversation with Lyons about redesigning
the cafeteria, discussing possible new colors,
equipment and furniture to increase its appeal as a
student gathering area.
The principal is looking to the current
freshmen and sophomores for feedback since
they will be most impacted by the construction
and design process. If the Facilities Master Plan
goes forward as proposed, the community can
expect incremental changes in the physical and
ideological structures of CUSD in coming years.

treatment plant into “package plants,”
which are smaller and located throughout
the community. The current treatment
plant is gravity-fed, and all of these
alternatives would involve installing
more pumps throughout the community
to move the water uphill.
According to Buikema, Morro Bay
is currently in the process of relocating
their wastewater treatment plant, a
project which has cost about $175
million. If Carmel were to relocate, she
says the total cost would be similar. Of
the three options, Buikema estimates
that nothing would cost under $100
million to fund. The immense cost is
the primary reason for the Wastewater
District’s meticulous analysis of coastal
conditions and safety.
“I want to be sure that this district
makes the right decision that’s best for
the community,” Buikema says. “It has
to be a science-based decision.”
She says the Wastewater District
would look for grant money to help fund
the project down the line, but some of
it would be financed by increased user
rates. Buikema and Treanor emphasize
that the plant is in no immediate danger,
and that, according to a sea level rise
study, the plant still has roughly four
decades to come up with funding and a
plan to move.
In upcoming years, the Wastewater
District plans to seek input from the
community and open up the issue to
public comment. Buikema emphasizes
that agencies similar to the Carmel
Wastewater District are dealing with
similar obstacles due to climate change.
“Sea-level rise is going to happen,”
Buikema says. “You can Band-Aid it for
a little while...but I don’t think you can
ignore it.”

Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor,
Look at the ground, how powdery it shows.
Everywhere you go. Yeah it is ALL. YELLOW. As a
student, and a human being, I have to say that the pollen
problem on campus is outrageous and completely out of
hand. Every inch of pavement on campus is coated in
pollen, and every drainage point is bright yellow. You
can see these pollen collectives from all the way across
the quad. Pollen is such a common allergen that affects a
very wide range of CHS students. And what is becoming
even more common is the student sniffle (trademark). In
my classes, it’s all I can hear during work time. Nothing
gets more on my case than the one kid that just won’t
get up to get a tissue and would rather sit and let liquids
come out of their nose. We all know that kid. Let’s
face it, there has to be something we can do to fix how
heavily the pollen is layered on our walkways. For the
sake of all our sniffles and our sneezes, our itchy noses
and our itchy eyes. Ask not what pollen does to you.
Ask what CHS does to the pollen.
Ben Lakind, Carmel
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Robotics captain and aspiring aviator leads Team #2035 to new heights
fully immersed in everything he does,
whether he is working to install a new
bumper on the robot or discussing potential bug fixes with a teammate.

In the main garage, junior Griffin
Pereles shaves down a metal rod. Meanwhile, junior Broden Murray codes in
the back by Marcus Lo, the senior presi-

and the greasiest of the grease monkeys
working together and having serious, efAs a dedicated student and CHS
fective, productive conversations is pretBusiness Club’s vice president, senior
ty cool,” club adviser Tom Clifford says.
Dante Garderet is decidedly busy,
Lo speaks the same about
but when the final bell rings, he
Dante’s character.
heads down to Micheal Brewer’s
“To me, he’s like a brother,”
auto shop, poring over mechanical
Lo says. “He shows that brotherdesigns and brainstorming with
hood…not just with me, but also
peers as captain of CHS’ Robotics
with club and team members.”
Team #2035, “The Rockin’ Bots.”
Garderet credits this apGarderet’s passion for robotproach to his drive to encourage
ics keeps his responsibilities from
his teammates to be as indepenfeeling like a chore.
dent and knowledgeable as pos“Designing and working
sible throughout the bot-building
through problems doesn’t feel like
process, especially the underclasswork to me,” he says.
men.
Starting Jan. 4, robotics or“As the president, it’s imganization FIRST, or For Inspiraportant to keep the whole team
tion and Recognition of Science
involved so you’re not the only
and Technology, gave the team six
holder of the knowledge,” he
weeks to create a robot that can
says. “Everyone deserves to know
drive, throw a 12-inch-diameter
what’s going on.”
foam ball into a hoop, spin a lazy
Currently, the senior is formSusan and pause it once color-sening a plan towards integrating his
sitive sensors detect the color blue,
passions for business, engineering
and hang itself off a bar.
and aviation into a single, solid caphoto by MICHELLE FOLEY
At the Central California and
reer path in aerospace engineering.
the Silicon Valley Regional comYet as he looks into his future,
petitions this spring, the team will Between test runs, Garderet identifies an area for improvement on the bot.
Dante Garderet stays loyal to the
be ranked among others according
team he leads.
to the robot’s demonstrated capabilities.
The brainstorming, programming, dent of CHS’ Business Club seeking
“Robotics isn’t just about nerds
This year’s bot is an ongoing work designing and welding that goes into sponsorships from Monterey Bay corpo- on computers,” he says. “If you’re
in progress. Team engineers sporting creating a high-quality robot involves an rations as a part of the Robotics Club’s into business, if you’re into artwork, if
matching club t-shirts crowd around the eclectic bunch of skill sets and personal- outreach program. Under Garderet’s you’re into designing, problem-solving,
bot, untangling stubborn wiring and run- ities, and the senior’s job is to make sure guidance, the club becomes a hotbed of anything, robotics has it.”
ning motors and mechanisms through everyone is working together in mutual communication, and his supervisors and
trials. Garderet directs one test run after understanding because, as he puts it, “a peers are quick to point out his penchant
the other, pausing to adjust faulty me- good idea poorly communicated is a bad for collaboration.
chanics or to snip stray zip ties. He stays idea.”
“Seeing the nerdiest of the nerds
BY MICHELLE FOLEY

STUDENTS

Automotives student turns a night of panic into an act of heroism
same amount of excellence in situations
not found within the classroom or on the
Carmel High School students are courts, but instead in real-world situaknown throughout the community for tions that involve kindness and heroism.
their athleticism and exceptional acaAfter watching their grandchild
demia, yet certain students show that Devin Wells’ magic and stand-up comedy routine at the
Tularcitos
Talent
Show on Feb. 7, Tom
and Dee Rathman attempted to call AAA
for car assistance
when their vehicle
wouldn’t start. Yet
it was CHS junior
Andrew Tarantino
who decided to use
his automotive skills
to aid the situation
and ultimately turn
a moment of hopelessness into one of
praise and gratitude.
“I was just on
my way home after
the game,” Tarantino
says. “I saw them
pulled over at the elementary school so
I turned around and
asked if they needed
help.”
Prior to Tarantino’s
act of kindphoto by KEA YENGST
ness, the night of
the incident was just
Junior Andrew Tarantino is known by his peers for his
like any other Fripassions in basketball and automotives.
BY KEA YENGST

day night. With a slight leg injury, the
student was driving home down Carmel
Valley Road in his red 2004 GMC Sierra
1500 following a basketball win against
Monterey High School. On his way, Tarantino noticed that the Rathmans were
having some issues with starting their
car. After one parent attempted to help
them without success, the CHS junior
took charge.
“I live two minutes away, so I went
up to my house and came back with the
jumper cables,” Tarantino says. “They’d
called AAA an hour and a half before.
The company said they were 30 minutes
away, but never came.”
Although the Rathmans’ vehicle
worked leading up to their grandchild’s
performance, the car did not start up after the show’s finish at 8 p.m.
Liz Wells, a Leadership teacher and
Activities Director at Carmel Middle
School, recalls Tarantino’s act of kindness and how it helped her father, Tom.
“My dad is disabled so they were in
the handicap spot where very few people
park,” Wells says. “We lifted the hood
of the car, and we discovered that one
of the terminals wasn’t accessible, so we
weren’t sure what to do. While my parents called AAA, all of the other cars in
the parking lot left without checking to
see if they were okay.”
Kurt Grahl, Tarantino’s basketball
coach, praises his player for taking the
initiative to help someone in need.
“The idea behind sports is more than,

‘Hey, how many points can I score?’ It’s
more of seeing a greater community out
there and trying to do positive things,”
Grahl says. “A team sport is all about
helping others for further benefit. That
act of kindness represents our school,
and it represents our team.”
Coincidentally, Carmel Unified
School District’s “Kindness Week”
started the week following the incident.
This movement, created by students and
teachers within the district, is intended
to spread kindness around campuses
through activities and kind actions.
Shortly after Tarantino’s good deed,
Wells had spread the news at a CMS
gathering and to some CHS teachers and
administration members the following
Thursday.
“I think it’s a great example of a random act of kindness,” Wells says. “He is
a great person who went out of his way
to help others in need.”
A night of hopelessness was
changed for the better after Tarantino
used his automotive skills to help oncestrangers in need, showing that any act
of kindness, no matter how big or small,
can make someone’s day.
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MPC’s culinary class cooks up Carmel High student
enrollment with a focus on sustainability

BY JULIA KURZ

primarily to the basics of reading a
recipe and producing a dish. Since the
From basic knife skills to the course was redesigned in 2016, students
art of French cooking, the Carmel have received an additional layer of
High students in Monterey Peninsula perspective to frame the curriculum of
College’s sustainable culinary arts the course, one that pushes the lens of
program are taken from a range of sustainability, a widely growing topic in
culinary backgrounds and are taught the field of hospitality.
“We actually offer the only
not only the complexities of various
recipes, but the practical applications of certificate in sustainable culinary arts
sustainable sourcing, management and by a public university in the U.S.,”
cooking.
professor Jorge Caughman notes.
MPC’s hospitality courses were
Caughman
and
hospitality
opened to Carmel High students in department head Molly Jansen teach
2014, beginning as a class devoted the classes, with Jansen picking up
two sections in the fall and
Caughman teaching one class
in the fall as well as a more
advanced course for a smaller
number of students in the
spring.
“The course is really
about sustainability, sourcing
locally, creating menus, as
well as basic cooking skills,”
Jansen explains.
Students begin their fivehour class with instruction,
which either consists of a
lesson on sustainability, the
reality of the food industry or
a cultural delicacy—whatever
it is they will be focusing on
in the latter half of the period,
which will be spent cooking
and, ultimately, eating. After
the lesson the students swarm
the hooks of aprons at the
back of the classroom and are
photos by JULIA KURZ
thrown into the frying pan…
Carmel High seniors Blue West and Svenn Eyjolfssen or, rather, their food is.
“I really like being able
prepare ingredients for their pesto by blending,
to do something hands-on,
chopping and seasoning.

being able to just go and cook
for a couple hours and do it
ourselves,” says junior and
aspiring chef Max Belliard.
Groups of kitchen stations
make it easy for students to
get the hands-on experience
Belliard describes and, at
the end of the day, the group
dynamic of a shared meal.
“Students really get to
experience what it feels like
working in a restaurant with a
family of people, and the time
we take to share a meal at the
end really solidifies that,”
Caughman says.
Part of the curriculum
involves learning the seasons
of different produce, what
products to avoid and which
ones to support.
“The students’ final
is designing a menu for a
theoretical restaurant with CHS juniors Alex Dallas and Jake Reisdorf work as a
recipes they choose, all team in the kitchen to benefit the meal they will eat
sustainable,” Caughman says. themselves by class’ end.
“They also have to create their
with our friends.”
own recipe and do a demonstration for
From dicing tomatoes to slicing
the class.”
carrots julienne, the students learn the
Students taking the class had basics and work their way up to the
varying reasons when they decided to more complex methods of fine cuisine,
sign up for the course.
especially in the second semester class.
Belliard explains that he wants to be
“We had varying levels of
a chef and decided to take the class to experience in the kitchen,” Jansen says.
get a head start on the technique. On the “Some already knew a lot, others had to
other hand, students like junior Augie start from the beginning.”
Ahn decided to take the class because of
Coming up next week is a lesson
the opportunity to learn about the food where students create an Italian-style
industry, have fun and make food.
meal using local ingredients.
“My favoite part of the class was
eating the food at the end,” Ahn says. “It
was really fun because we got to work

COMMUNITY

Thrifting provides unique experience for teens looking to make an impact
BY CASSIE GORMAN
As Macklemore once said, “I’m
gonna pop some tags. Only got $20 in
my pocket.”
Eight years after that iconic song
was released, the world has seen a
remarkable increase in thrift shopping.
This trend is reflected in Carmel
High School students, many of whom
frequently hit thrift stores to snag rare
and cute clothes.
One local thrift store, Yellow Brick
Road, reports a substantial increase
in sales over the past five to ten years,
accompanied by an influx of younger
shoppers.
“There’s absolutely been a rise in
thrift shopping,” remarks sophomore
Chloe Gladstone, who frequently thrifts.

“There’s a lot in the media right now.
Half of it comes from popular Youtube
stars doing it and then everyone just
follows, so now it is super popular.”
Thrifting has boomed on social
media. Youtube stars like Emma
Chamberlain and BestDressed, with
eight and two million subscribers,
respectively, have pushed thrift shopping
into mainstream media, posting videos of
thrift hauls and “thrift flips”—tutorials
on how to transform thrifted clothes into
trendier pieces.
Thrift shopping can be a fun treasure
hunt, trying to find unique items that
can’t be bought at your local Forever 21.
Junior Quinn Nachbar appreciates the
diversity of brands in a single thrift store
and mentions that her favorite thrifted

courtesy of PEXELS

item is either her favorite pair of jeans or
a green jacket with brown lining.
On top of that, students recognize
the environmental benefits.
“I learned about fast fashion, and
it really disgusted me,” sophomore
Danielle Sherman says. “So I started
thrifting [and] never went back.”
Recycling clothes through thrift
shopping is one of the best things to do
for the environment, eliminating waste
from mainstream fashion companies.
The Student Environmental Resource
Center of U.C. Berkeley reports that
Americans throw away over 10 million
tons of clothing each year, crowding
landfills and taking years to degrade.
Buying second hand clothes will
decrease demand for cheaply made
clothing from fast fashion companies.
“It’s a lot more sustainable than
buying clothes new and you are saving
money,” junior Sydney Trainor says.
“Also, establishments like Goodwill use
a lot of their profits for good causes and
provide jobs for people getting back on
their feet.”
Thrift shops around the peninsula
are using their profits and influence
for good. Joining Hands Benefit Shop,
located in the Carmel Barnyard, donated
$30,000 last year to organizations

providing housing support to those
in need in Monterey County. The
aforementioned Yellow Brick Road,
located in the Carmel Crossroads, has
also been a substantial force for good in
the community.
“Our
outreach
benefits
the
community in many ways,” says Krissy
Huston, the store manager of Yellow
Brick Road. “We provide a place for older
volunteers to find companionship and a
sense of purpose, reselling and helping
our customers to repurpose keeps used
items from going to the landfill. And the
money we generate goes right back out
to our local nonprofits and schools. Over
$6 million to date!”
The monetary aspect of thrift
shopping is also a no-brainer: Low
prices on high quality and nice items are
attractive to students. More than that, the
trendiness of thrift stores has removed
stigmas placed on those from lower
income families.
“It used to be a thing, like, if you
could not afford nice clothes, you would
have to shop at thrift stores,” Gladstone
says. “But now, everyone is doing it, so
people who can’t buy nice things aren’t
looked down on for where they shop.”
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Shifting dynamic of climate-conscious students emerges at CHS
BY ALICIA KRUEGER

hand, so why not take advantage
of it?”
Students from Carmel Unified School District have
Cotter struggled with the
been immersed in a world conscious of climate change concept that her own actions are
and the impact it will have on their futures. Because of not going to be the reason planet
this, students engage in a wide range of commitments Earth is saved, but since then she
which prove their dedication to being a contributing has realized that it is not about
member of stopping climate change.
what she cannot do, but rather
In the worldwide Future of Humanity Survey, 41 what she can. Even if it is as
percent of the 10,000 Gen Z respondents stated global simple as thrifting.
warming as the most pressing issue facing the world,
The Pulse Fashion Industry
and locally they have not failed to react whether they is published by Global Fashion
identify themselves as environmentalists or not.
Agenda reported that fashion
“I have seen a shift in students’ desires to engage generates 4 percent of the
in the issue not only with other students, but also with world’s waste each year which
their families that wasn’t there 10-12 years ago,” says is equivalent to 92 million tons
Carmel High School science teacher Jason Maas- annually.
Baldwin. “I think that this shift at the high school has
“My friends and I share all
merely reflected a shift going on at the national and our clothes,” senior Emma Crabbe
global level. Yes, we had earth days and earth weeks says. “And we deliberately do it
for the past 50 years, but there was never this focus because it helps us not waste on a Siblings Reagan and Jared Bethea made a family commitment to dropping
single-use plastics and non-reusable lunch bags or containers, claiming it
on climate that has come with the younger generation vast amount of new clothes.”
through activism and politics.”
Other students, such as was an easy, simple switch.
Quinn Cotter is a junior who moved to the Carmel senior Sam Rauh, decide to
against climate change is diet adjustment or students
Unified School District from Chicago during her take a more directly related commitment to being as and their families simply paying attention to where
noncontributory to its increase as possible, with their food comes from and how it is packaged.
the ultimate goal of decreasing the rate of carbon
“My mom and I limit eating red meat to one day a
dioxide entering the atmosphere.
week after we looked into just how detrimental it can
According to the Union of Concerned be to the environment,” freshman Alana Witt Miller
Scientists, transportation between cars and says. “We do it for the environment specifically.”
trucks in the United States make up for oneSimilar to Witt Miller, junior Ry Champagne
fifth of all U.S. emissions, emitting 24 pounds embraces shifts in regard to his diet. In fact, his parents
of CO2 and other global-warming gases for run a vegetarian restaurant so he had never really
every gallon of gas. For this reason, students are thought of adjusting aspects of what he eats for the
making choices, like Rauh’s, to burn less fuel. climate until this year.
One of the ways is walking to school.
“I just tried to buy stuff with less packaging
“If I can limit my footprint in anyway then because there is nowhere else for that to go besides
that’s a win, and not idling is one of the easiest the landfill,” Champagne says. By beginning to pay
ways to do that,” Rauh informs. “My love for more attention to how his food was being handed to
nature outweighs any mild temperature changes him, he was also able to notice a pattern. “Pretty much
photos by ALICIA KRUEGER that idling your car would ‘save’ you from.”
the more packaging, the worse it is for you and for the
Junior Ivor Myers and his younger brother environment. I just started thinking about it more and
Senior Tyler Armstrong, freshman Elliot Myers, freshman
Eliot Myers, a freshman, are Carmel-by-the-Sea more, and now I have this habit that I just feel crappy
Sawyer Cooke and junior Ivor Myers are thankful to cross
natives who have recently decided to make the about breaking.”
Highway 1 under the sun on their walk up Ocean Avenue to get walk up Ocean Avenue on their way to school
These students are representatives of a larger
to school.
instead of driving. Despite chilly morning population of Carmel High School who have made a
temperatures, the brothers, along with a big dedicated, conscious choice to doing what they can to
sophomore year. While in Chicago, Cotter felt limited group of students can be seen making the trek every contribute to doing something about the problem.
on how to make a difference, but after engaging in the morning.
“A decade ago, the problem just seemed farther off
community and taking the AP Environmental Science
“Honestly, I hate doing it,” Myers jokingly says. in the future,” explains Maas-Baldwin in a discussion
course offered, those feelings began to fade.
“But if it’s beneficial toward the environment, I am about what he notices in the classroom. “Students are
“One the things I have tried to stop doing is buying willing to, and on the bright side, it really wakes me up now waking up to the reality that this is their future.”
fast fashion and instead thrifting for my clothes,” Cotter for the start of school.”
To many students, being apathetic is not an option
explains. “It’s popular, trendy, inexpensive and secondAnother popular way of engaging in the fight anymore.
SPORTS

Boys’ basketball advances into uncharted territory

BY MILES PREKOSKI
Carmel’s varsity boys’ basketball team
made history this week, defeating Foothill
High School in the second round of the
Northern California Division III playoffs
and becoming the first basketball team in
CHS history to advance into the final. The
victory comes after Carmel dominated Santa
Cruz in a 64-31 victory to win their second
Central Coast Section boys’ title and defeated
opponents in the first two rounds of the
NorCal playoffs.
Led by senior guards Kai Lee and Ethan
Fletcher, Carmel was assisted by center JT
Byrne, whose defensive efforts held Foothill
to 12 fourth quarter points against Carmel’s
20. If Carmel won the NorCal Division III Carmel High School’s student section rallies together to support
championship against St. Mary’s on March the boys in the final quarter of Saturday’s game.
10, the team would advance to the state
tournament for the first time in school history.

photos by RILEY PALSHAW
Junior JT Byrne celebrates after a needed basket
in the fourth quarter of Carmel’s 55-50 victory over
Foothill on Saturday.
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Public opinion mixed on city council’s planting, pruning and
removing policies for trees and shrubs
of this picture.
“It was the policy of our forefathers
Carmel-by-the-Sea is an urbanized and foremothers to plant trees in the right
forest, distinct from traditional urban of way [the public property of downtown
forestry in that Carmel staggers trees Carmel] and to encourage the planting of
irregularly to more closely simulate a trees on private property as well,” City
forest, wherein most other municipalities Administrator Chip Rerig says.
identical trees align neatly like a grid
The Municipal Code is specific in
alongside roads. The City Council has its protection of trees, recommending
over the years been enacting legislation four main tree species: the Monterey
that makes the city look like a magical pine—the dominant species in Carmel—
alcove set against the rest of the the Monterey cypress, the coast live oak
peninsula, and trees make up a big part and the coast redwood.
It’s the job of City Forester
Sara Davis to judge the viability
of a given tree in any location
and how it contributes to the
forest as a whole, to enforce the
ordinance in place and to warn
the City Council about trees that
are diseased and pose a danger
to the rest of the forest through
property damage or contagion.
“You’re looking at the soils,
you’re looking at the amount
of light that’s available, you’re
looking for any conflicts with
structures, conflicts with power
lines, or other trees, so you’re
really picking an individual tree
for an individual space,” Davis
says. “Then you’re making sure
the tree gets planted properly
and understanding what the
purpose of the tree is. Is it to be
photo by JORDI FAXON an enhancement to a landscape?
Is it to shade a structure so
Monterey cypress branches above the walkway
it’s cooler? Is it to help with
along Scenic Road are protected by the City of
stormwater?”
Carmel’s municipal code.
The Municipal Code states
BY JORDI FAXON

in Section 12.28.020 that “it is not the
policy of the City to approve requests
for tree trimming or tree removal in
order to improve the view of any person,
including the applicant.” The Carmel
City Council requires that residents
apply for a permit, including a fee, to
prune or remove their trees.
The City has an arborist team of its
own for minor storm damage to trees,
but for more excessive damage requiring
substantial
transportation,
Tope’s
Tree Service, Iverson Tree Service,
Community Tree Service, John Lane
Tree Service and West Coast Arborists
are the five independent arborists that
the City of Carmel outsources to.
The City Council does account
for risk in planting trees to a certain
extent. If a property owner has concerns
about a particular tree causing damage
to their property, Davis is supposed
to investigate the tree on-site and
determine whether it’s viable or unsafe.
There are still residents who feel that too
many trees have been unfairly labeled
as “safe,” causing some to declare that
the city’s policy protects their trees over
their residents. During the rain storms
of last year, the Carmel Pine Cone
published an editorial which pointed
out the dangers in Carmel becoming too
densely forested.
“When winter storms rush onshore
with their winds of 60-70 miles per
hour, some of Carmel’s giant pines are
suddenly transformed from friendly
neighbors into fearsome intruders,”
writes Carmel Pine Cone editor Paul
Miller. “And during particularly stormy

winters, such as the one we’re having
now, they can fall by the score—taking
power lines, landscapes and even living
rooms and kitchens with them.”
Some residents are frustrated with
Carmel’s maintenance of trees even
when there isn’t a storm, commenting
that the city is negligent to remove trees
that show signs of disease and potential
property damage.
“The main concern is the lack of
pruning and proper care to the trees in
Carmel,” says one Carmel resident.
“When there’s a dangerous tree, they
will almost refuse to take it out if it’s
not sick…. I think our efforts are better
spent, instead of planting where we
have an abundance of trees that are
causing issues, places like the rainforest
that don’t have as many trees and have
deforestation problems. I think that’s
where, if we do need to cut down a tree,
it makes no sense to plant another one
five feet away.”
Yet others say that the worries of
trees falling, while understandable, don’t
justify many residents’ firm rallying
against the planting of trees in Carmel.
“One of Carmel’s biggest draws for
both residents and tourists is something
that people interpret as charm,” Carmel
property owner Judy Thodos says.
“Occasionally, it’s just charming to see
a tree [in the middle of the road] because
I don’t think it hurts anybody. I don’t
think there’ve been any accidents caused
by those trees because they were there.
I think it’s just something out-of-theordinary.”

FOOD

Plant-based milk alternatives offer varying taste and eco-friendliness

BY ELLAH FOSTER

Cow’s milk has been long-regarded
as a staple of the American diet, with per
capita consumption reaching 146 pounds
a year, according to Statistica.

Yet the Physicians Committee for
Responsible Medicine Traditional notes
that milk is the top source for saturated
fat in the U.S, which contributes to heart
disease and increased risk of various

Soy Milk

cancers. Additionally, dairy cows are
a major contributor to greenhouse gas
emissions and desertification, the World
Wildlife Fund reports.
But cow’s milk isn’t the only option

for your morning coffee or late night
milkshake. Here is a comprehensive list
of the most popular milk alternatives,
ranked
by
taste,
environmental
friendliness and caloric intake.

Cashew Milk

Taste: 8
Environmental score: 7
Caloric Intake: 100 (per one cup)

Taste: 5
Environmental score: 6
Caloric Intake: 25

The environmental aspect of soy milk can be deceiving. While it still takes less water and land to produce,
sourcing the soy can lead to deforestation and monoculture. As one of the first popular milk alternatives, it does
deserve some credit with a low-calorie count but as much
protein as cow’s milk. It has a slightly sweet taste, but
nothing too strong.

Cashew milk, while one of the less popular alternatives, should not be overlooked. The thin consistency
may be a bit difficult for some ex-cow milk drinkers to
get over, though. Due to its relatively new notoriety,
there is little information on the environmental impacts of cashew milk, though it has been found to release less emissions, waste less water and use less
land than traditional milk.

Oat Milk

Almond Milk

Taste: 9
Environmental score: 9
Caloric Intake: 90

Taste: 3
Environmental score: 1
Caloric Intake: 30

As one of the cleanest milk alternatives, oat milk is
produced by simply soaking oats in water to extract the
plant material. It is relatively low in calories, fat and sugar, but high in protein. With a low water and land use, this
substitute is a pretty environmentally conscious choice.
Oat milk lacks the strong flavor of the other alternatives,
making it an easy switch from cow’s milk. Add a splash to
your coffee and you can’t even taste the difference!

The almond milk market demand surged by 250 percent between 2010 and 2015, according to the office of
sustainability at the University of California, San Francisco. Unfortunately, the environmental impact of almond
milk can be devastating. As one of the most water-intensive crops, it takes 15 gallons of water to produce just
16 almonds. The unsweetened version has a more salty,
watery taste and texture.

Coconut Milk

Taste: 3
Environmental score: 8
Caloric Intake: 45

Coconut milk is known for
its richer taste, which unfortunately comes mostly from saturated fat. While the consistency
is nice, the best comparison I can
make is that it tastes like sunscreen. Additionally, coconuts
are not a very water-intensive
crop, causing this plant-based
milk to be an environmentally
friendly option.
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Community Hospital of Monterey Peninsula purchases Da Vinci
system, offering high tech surgery option
BY GRACE PAUL

a different option, giving a high definition 3D field of under anesthesia.
The next time you have a surgery at the Commu- view, allowing them to see their work more clearly than
“In the beginning it was really hard,” robotics pronity Hospital of Monterey Peninsula, it could be done before.
gram coordinator Martin Randle explains. “We went
by a robot.
CHOMP is currently using the da Vinci for gyne- with the surgeon to learn at the same time how to sup“From October 2019 through Januport the doctor and how to help them
ary 2020, the da Vinci robot has been
with the things that they needed.”
used on 20 surgical cases, all with exThe retail cost for a da Vinci is
ceptional outcomes,” says Dr. Steven Canearly two million dollars. Community
brales, vice president of medical affairs at
Hospital has a dedicated da Vinci opCHOMP.
erating room that can be used for other
The da Vinci robot has three parts:
non-da Vinci surgeries when needed.
the surgeon console, surgical cart and viThe cost to run the operating room is
sion tower. The surgeon console provides
the same as traditional laparoscopic
the surgeon with means to see and control
surgeries, with the exception of the supthe tools, the surgical cart uses various
plies, both reusable and disposable.
instruments to operate on the patient and
Though surgeries may last longer,
the vision tower powers the other parts of
there are benefits for both patients and
the da Vinci. The surgeon spends most of
surgeons. For surgeons, there is much
the surgery at the surgeon console, while
more precision and accuracy than in the
the assistant surgeon and nurses stand
average surgery without the da Vinci
at bedside and swap which tools the da
robot. Since there are smaller incisions,
Vinci is using.
patients experience less blood loss, less
The da Vinci combines laparoscopic,
pain, a shorter hospital stay, reduced
or minimally invasive abdominal surgery
scarring and a faster recovery.
techniques, and “open” surgery tech“One advantage is patients had
niques to make for a more precise surto
go
elsewhere,” Randle says. “They
photo by GRACE PAUL
gery. It mimics the movements of the surcouldn’t get this locally. Now we offer
geon’s hands so it can bend, grab, move Robotics program coordinator Martin Randle is one registered nurse on a
it to our local community. It’s someand twist as the surgeon does. As for the team of nurses who assist in the da Vinci surgeries.
thing they don’t have to leave town
tools, there are scissors, graspers, needle
for.”
holders, cannulas and telescopes. Cannulas are inserted cological and urological surgeries, and there are four
CHOMP will be holding an open house for the
into the body and serve to hold the other tools.
surgeons who are qualified to use the da Vinci. In order da Vinci robot on March 31 where the company that
With the typical laparoscopic surgery, surgeons to get qualified, the surgeons and nurses working with makes the advanced surgery tool will be providing a
use “straight sticks” to do a surgery and have a 2D field the robot must go through training, which involves a demo robot for a hands-on public experience.
of view on what they are doing. The da Vinci offers simulator program and practice on dry models and pigs
ACADEMICS

District begins process of restricting chromebook extensions
BY JACK JARVIS
When students returned to Carmel
High on Monday, Feb. 24, Carmel Unified School District had begun the process of removing all Chromebook apps
and extensions, with the exception of
extensions approved by CUSD’s tech
department.
Apps and extensions to these
school-provided computers serve more
than just the purpose of effectively doing homework. Students use apps like
Grammarly and EasyBib to effectively
do work in and out of the classroom,
but many games are used by students to
either reduce stress or waste time during the school day. Colin Matheson,
CUSD’s technology instructional coach,
shares that while popular games could
be blocked, it wasn’t the primary goal of
the ban on extensions.

“Even with this new change, if you
want to waste time on Cookie Clicker,
you can,” Matheson says. “In general,
there isn’t really a need to block them
all.”
Matheson explains that CUSD must
now reconsider every single online service students use because of a change in
how the district will handle student privacy and student data.
“Often when you install an extension, it’ll have a list of permissions that
it asks,” Matheson explain.
Sometimes an extension may ask
for access to various components to
function: one’s Google Drive, location services, access to a microphone or
browsing history.
“Before you know it, a cute kitten
wallpaper is now sending all of your
personal browsing data to some server,”
Matheson explains.

Don’t go scrambling to delete that
cute cat off your home screen just yet,
though, as the recent ban is simply a precaution the school must take because of
updated California legislation. The tech
department will have to work alongside
teachers to approve popular sites like
Quizlet, Quizizz and Kahoot for student
use to ensure sure they correctly handle
student data.
“Honestly, some of the educational
websites are a gray area, and with extensions, we just can’t keep track of them,”
Matheson says.
Students are generally unaware of
the recent changes, but adamant love for
popular extensions will forever remain.
Extensions like Doodle Jump seem to
be at the top right corner of everyone’s
Chromebook screens, while apps like
Solitaire seem to get everyone through
the night’s homework.

Sophomore Elsa Mayer reflects recognizes the benefits of some extensions.
“The ban is a little unnecessary,”
she says. “I know some kids need the
games for a break from school.”
Similar to Mayer, seniors Sarah Movahedi and Joaquin Carlson recognize
the crucial role extensions have come to
play in their daily lives. Movahedi religiously wastes most of her time on the
game Slope, while Carlson uses extensions strictly for school work.
“I think it could be problematic if I
need a helpful extension for my school
work, but I have to go through an appeals system to use it,” Carlson says.
As students reflect on the impact the
ban may have on them, they can let their
voices be heard by directly suggesting
apps and extensions on a survey located
on the front page of MySchool.

How do students feel about the restriction of Chromebook extensions?
Mayor calls the
chrome extension
and app ban
“excessive” and
enjoys playing
solitaire.

Elsa Mayor
sophomore

Rauh had no
clue about the
blocking of all
chromebook
extensions;
however, he
loves the
Chrome game
ice dodo.

Weigel uses
Grammarly
to help with
school work.

Franz Weigel
sophomore

Luke Rauh
freshman
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Potential solutions for poor cell
service on CHS campus remain elusive
BY LOGAN FALKEL
Have you ever driven by Carpenter
Street and had the call that you were on
fail?
It’s a common occurrence.
Poor cell reception on the hill
between Carmel and Monterey has
been an ongoing problem for Carmel
High School students and residents of
surrounding areas for a long time now.
The weak reception isn’t a coincidence:
It’s because the hill’s location in relation
to the nearest cell towers causes a black
hole for cell service.
Cell service is weak, sometimes
one or zero bars, for AT&T, Verizon, and
most other providers. Colin Matheson,
CUSD education technician, attributes
the poor reception to the hill itself.
“There is a tower in downtown
Carmel, but as you go up the hill people
don’t get signal,” Matheson says.
“There is another tower at CHOMP,
but as you go up the hill from there,
people lose signal also. So imagine the
cell phone towers are like big lamps
and the hill around Carmel High means
we don’t get light—the signal—from
those lamps.”
The hill poses a problem to cell
reception as it obscures the radio waves
emitted from cell phones when calls
are made. If an obstacle such as the hill
intercedes those radio waves, then the
connection with the nearest tower will
be weak or nonexistent. While radio
waves can bend slightly to flow over
obstacles, there’s another side to this
equation. An employee of the AT&T
store at Del Monte Shopping Center
says that distance is also a problem.
The nearest cell tower to CHS is
located closer to the ocean than the
school. This tower provides a 4 LTE,
or 4 gigabyte network for cellular
devices, which is the second fastest

network speed AT&T offers. While it
provides for a high speed network, it
is not designed for distance, and the
farther a device is from a tower, the
worse the reception.
Not only this, but the speed is
affected by the number of people
using the tower. As tourism in Carmel
increases, more people draw from
the tower, causing congestion in the
network and consequently lower data
speeds.
Chief technology director for the
district Paul Behan says, “I spoke with
our representative from AT&T earlier
this year about the cellular coverage
problem and they have not been able to
propose a solution.”
Although a definitive solution is
not yet in place for the high school,
according to Matheson and Verizon
employees, another tower installed
closer to the school, or a microcell
could fix the problem.
Microcells are virtually mini cell
towers which connect to the internet
to receive signals from your phone.
Then, via the internet gateway, they
allow you to make the call through this
private cell tower as opposed to using
a cell tower. The microcells are private,
and generally cover only 3 rooms,
but larger extenders for enterprise use
exist. Microcells are provider specific,
so individual microcells would be
required for the multiple providers
employed by students and teachers on
campus.
Weak and sometimes nonexistent
cell service is an emergency hazard,
Matheson reports. Not only this, but
with digitized classwork, phones are
being used in the classroom to upload
photos and documents into online
forums, a practice that’s unavailable
with poor cell service.
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Is my resting bitch face
making you uncomfortable?

BY ATHENA FOSLER-BRAZIL
Wo r k i n g
at my part-time
barista job in
Carmel-by-theSea, I am told
frequently by
customers
to
smile more. Before I even speak, I’m often ambushed
by a “Can I get a smile?” or a “You
know, you should really try to smile
more.”
I’m polite to the customers at my
job. I know my tips depend on me being pleasant, so I’m not rude. But I also
know why I get told to smile more. It’s
because I have a “resting bitch face.”
Resting bitch face, a term that has made
its way into standard English vernacular, refers to a girl or woman whose
face, when relaxed, doesn’t look overwhelmingly cheerful. The term is also
inherently sexist, dated and rude.
If one were to pay attention to the
demographic of people who think it’s
appropriate to come up to the counter at
my work and tell me to smile for them,
one would notice that it is almost exclusively older men. They are, inadvertently, telling me that my RBF is showing,
and they would be more comfortable if
I looked a little bit nicer. This is where
my first issue with the term RBF arises.
By telling girls that they look like a
bitch when they’re not smiling, you’re
telling them that their value is determined by how pleasant they appear
to outside spectators, many of whom
are men. Women very rarely tell me
to smile, and I’ve noticed that women

will rarely tell another woman that she
has RBF, but they will be quick to accept that label for themselves. Another
example of internalized self-hatred provoked by an inherently sexist society. A
girl should not have to accept a negative
attribute simply because, if she doesn’t,
someone else will assign it to her.
I (and when I say I, I mean “all
women”) can be smart, responsible,
funny, kind and good at my job without
a constant smile on my face. In fact, being told to smile more makes me even
less inclined to smile of my own volition. The fact that my resting face looks
serious or unamused is not a reflection
of my personality, abilities or worth.
My second qualm with RBF is the
fact that there is no male equivalent,
so the term carries even more sexist weight than generic insults. Men
are rarely, if ever, told to smile more,
or that their resting face isn’t friendly
enough. Men and boys are allowed to
look domineering, intimidating, angry
or resigned without question. Women
should be held to the same standard.
The term RBF has become a way
to casually and inadvertently shame
women for not conforming to the societal standards set for them. Allowing
the term to become part of colloquial
English has allowed people to assign
blame to the woman for her appearance
instead of blaming society for having
ridiculous double standards for what is
socially acceptable.
Stop telling me to smile and stop
telling me I have a resting bitch face.
I may or may not be a bitch. But that
judgment cannot be based solely on my
countenance.
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Some youth voters find motivation in political movements;
others disillusioned by historically low turnout

BY KYLIE YEATMAN

Voters in the 18-25 age demographic typically
show the lowest turnout of the electorate in both local
and national elections, but as the coveted youth vote has
taken precedence for a number of candidates in the 2020
presidential election, candidates may have a reason to
be optimistic: Not only did youth voter turnout emerge
at an all-time high in the 2018 midterm elections, but
according to Pew Social Trends, young voters are most
likely to shape the 2020 election.
According to a survey from Youth Political Pulse,
46 percent of young voters believe that their votes may
have an impact on the government, with issues like
climate change and college affordability being a top
priority. At CHS, a majority of seniors noted concerns
regarding the environmental policies of candidates.
“We’re the generation who will have to live with
inaction as it pertains to climate change,” senior Brian
Porter comments. “However, I think most teens are
uninterested in voting because most of the candidates
are too extreme for the majority.”
Republican challenger for Congress Jeff Gorman,
who helped register young voters at Cal State University,
Monterey Bay, notes the importance of young voters in
shaping the 2020 election, adding that the conversation
around climate should be approached with less
pessimism.
“I think today younger people are increasingly
optimistic because we are seeing America really thrive
for the first time in many years,” Gorman says. “Some in

the media play on fears so much that I am concerned that
many kids are starting to feel despondent.”
Gorman adds that today’s youth voters feel more
assured in their role in the electoral process.
Despite involvement in activism being a prevalent
theme in youth politics, some young voters still report
feeling like their vote may not count or as though their
voice is not as loud as that of older generations.
“Many kids I know feel uninterested in voting
because they think that their vote won’t matter,”
comments senior LiMei Louis, who argues the opposite,
noting that voters aged 18-25 represent a more powerful
voting block than ever before, with 4.5 million members
of Gen Z voting in the 2018 primaries.
Monterey High School senior Annaliese Mann, who
has attended the Monterey Women’s March annually
since 2017, explains how being surrounded by her peers
has encouraged her to vote in the California primaries.
“Events like those are impactful because they give
us an actual platform to voice our opinions publicly,”
Mann says. “A lot of young people feel overshadowed
by older generations, and movements like this make
them feel like they can really make change happen in
the world.”
Youth turnout at events like the March for Our
Lives and the increasing prevalence of online political
discourse may lead to a more politically active
generation, but for many members of Gen Z, the 2020
election will be their first opportunity to vote. As noted
by senior Ella Fenstermaker, this can be a good thing
as long as young voters are careful about where their

information is coming from.
“In general, teens feel uninterested because it
takes time and effort to find information on candidates
and different policies,” says Fenstermaker, who warns
against solely finding information from online sources.
“There is often so much bias towards one candidate or
another, and social media is a big way that presidential
candidates try to gain supporters, so I don’t feel like I
can fully trust what I see online.”
Indeed, social media advertising has become integral
and pervasive as a form of relating to young voters, and
therefore increasing youth turnout. Take, for example,
democratic presidential candidate Mike Bloomberg,
who has spent upwards of $528 million on advertising
with a lofty focus on YouTube and other social media
ads, according to Adweek.
“The focus on social media is because politicians
have realized it’s the only way to reach young voters,”
senior Kieren Daste says. “Social media advertising
does a great job at polarizing the political sphere, which
results in heated large-scale discussions.”
Youth voter turnout will be one of the determining
factors in the 2020 election, and while historical
precedent may be against them, many remain optimistic
that the 18-25 demographic will vote fervently.
“At the end of the day, it’s all going to come down to
turnout,” Carmel High government teacher Bill Schrier
says. “I’d like to hope that young people are motivated
to vote, but the numbers will speak for themselves.”

Why do you think the 18-25 voter
demographic statistically votes the least?
“I think there will be more in
the next election. They seem
to be more energized about
voting after the last election.”

Svenn Eyjolfsson
senior

“It’s difficult for youth voters to relate to issues like
taxation that they haven’t
experienced directly.”

Jenna Garcia
senior

“Because there are so many
other things going on in
their lives, it can feel like
just another priority.”

Libby Lambert
senior

COMMUNITY

Locals express support for proposed Carmel sales tax increase
BY MIA KOTELEC
On March 3, Carmel-by-the-Sea
residents will vote on Measure C, a local
sales tax increase aimed at generating
$4.5 million in annual revenue to improve
city infrastructure and public services for
the next twenty years.
The measure seeks to raise the town’s
sales tax to California’s maximum of 9.25
percent by increasing it by 1.5 percent,
as opposed to the current 1 percent rate,
serving as a buffer for Carmel’s tourismbased economy, in addition to helping
supplement any fluctuations and recent
city budget cuts, as explained by the
town’s mayor Dave Potter in Dennis
Taylor’s article for the Monterey Herald,

“Carmel asking voters to raise sales tax.”
Bill Shachture, owner of a parttime property in Carmel proper, expects
the tax will provide a necessary cushion
amid global crises inevitably affecting
the tourism industry.
“From what I know about it, it seems
like a well-needed extra step that will
hopefully lead to advances in our town’s
economy,” Shacture says. “With that
coronavirus going around, who knows
what’s going to happen to all of the
tourism in the area.”
The measure reflects recent
patterns on the peninsula, as Monterey
is considering the same sales tax
increase in an attempt to account for the
fiscal emergency the city declared last

November.
Intimately familiar with the proposed
measure, Carmel resident Todd Muck
supports the taxes ability to maximize
citizen control over local funds in order
to make community improvements.
“Having local funding allows the
village [in downtown Carmel] to get ahead
of maintenance and safety improvements
in the community,” Muck says.
Current Carmel-by-the-Sea resident
Janine Silvera is hopeful the measure will
help enhance the town’s natural landscape
and provide much needed repair for roads
in particular.
“I’d love to see them clean up the
parks a little bit, but really I’m most
concerned about the potholes that are on

practically every street,” Silvera adds.
“Those need to get taken care of.”
While the concept of a tax increase
may initially deter some voters, others
express support for the measure as they
feel that tourists will bear the burden as
they are the ones primarily shopping in
Carmel.
Kim Muck, a member of a
demographic who doesn’t spend much
money in the downtown area, expresses
support for the measure as she feels it will
not affect her.
“I support the measure because
tourists will pay the majority of the sales
tax and the funds raised,” Muck says. “I
hope it will help address the impacts that
visitors have on our community.”

10 & 11 NEWS

CALIFORNIA DISTRICT

Local leaders continue 2020 campaigns after
finishing top two in primary process
BY ANDREW WANG

Political veterans and newcomers look forward to
November’s general election after emerging from the
primaries for local seats in the U.S. House of Representatives and California’s state Senate.

courtesy of JIMMY PANETTA

House of Representatives

Democratic Rep. Jimmy Panetta is seeking reelection for his third term in California’s 20th Congressional District, bringing experience as a prosecutor and an
active-duty member of the Navy as well as two terms of
congressional experience.
Panetta believes in preserving the beauty and environmental sustainability of the Central Coast, passing
legislation to curtail the effects of climate change, including a carbon tax.
“I think it’s about making sure that we’re in a position to not just defend our environment, but actually
take affirmative steps forward to strengthen those protections,” Panetta says.
He broadly supports improvements to affordable
healthcare, education, immigration policy, infrastructure

and the condition of veterans.
As founder and co-chair of the Agricultural Research Caucus, Panetta is concerned with addressing the
well-being of agriculture in the country, pushing for sustainable farmland and agricultural innovation.
“We’re lucky to live in the salad bowl of the world.
We’re surrounded by bountiful agriculture,” Panetta
says. “But at the same time we have to realize that the
same people harvesting our crops go home, and they
don’t have access to those fresh fruits and vegetables.”
Jeff Gorman, chair of the Monterey County Republican Party, is also running for the House seat, bringing
a long history of financial sector, foreign relations and
public service experience to the table.
Gorman believes that he represents the voices of
those not widely represented in local and state government, wishing to end what he considers one-party dominance in California.
“I think that one of the problems here in local politics is that one political party seems to control the entire
narrative, including what the problems are and how they
should be approached,” Gorman says.
He wishes to revive the “can-do” spirit of America,
prioritize national security and put more freedom in the
public’s hands by reducing government influence and
lowering taxes. It is through such measures that Gorman
plans to attract businesses and open new job opportunities.
“We are seeing job growth in the private economy,
and I hope those looking to enter the workforce understand the way bad laws stifle economic growth,” Gorman says in reference to AB5, a bill that he says has
killed jobs and devastated numerous small businesses.

“On the Central Coast, housing is not allowing people to stay in the communities they grew up in, it’s not
allowing teachers or physicians to come into the area,”
Laird says. “It’s a real challenge.”
Local community leader Vicki Nohrden is also entering the race for the state Senate position, running as
a Republican. She brings public service experience as a
court-appointed special advocate and a former member
of a Civil Grand Jury, as well as private sector experience as a businesswoman.
Nohrden’s campaign advocates for lower taxes to
encourage the growth of small businesses and to allow
families to stay in the area.
“In California, we pay some of the highest sales
taxes, gas taxes and income taxes,” Nohrden says.
“We’ve seen a tax exodus, where 9,000 businesses have
left the state.”
Another central piece of her campaign is her focus
on implementing mental health and substance abuse
resources to combat homelessness, exploring a variety
of models to find solutions. Nohrden advertises herself
as someone who, in her own words, wants to take the
label off politics by working across the aisle to come to
pragmatic solutions.
“I’m looking at solving some of these problems,
not just by throwing money at it,” she says, “but we
need a strategic plan, and I haven’t seen one come out
courtesy of JOHN LAIRD of Sacramento.”

California State Senate

courtesy of JEFF GORMAN

photo by ARAKA WALKER

Democrat John Laird is running for the District 17
seat in California’s State Senate, offering 40 years of
political experience. His 2020 state Senate campaign
focuses on issues like affordable housing, healthcare,
education and climate change.
“I’d like to see us protect the environment, make
sure it’s affordable and accessible to live here and make
sure that the next generation gets the things that have
been afforded to the previous generation,” Laird says.
“We’re missing that right now.”
Laird played a large role in multi-national efforts to
combat climate change, culminating in the formation of
the International Alliance Against Ocean Acidification.
He also endorses financing more affordable housing to
address high property and rent costs caused by a 50 million unit housing deficit in California.
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Andrew Franks kicks off career in XFL after unexpected career path

he can do it, so can I.’”
overwhelmed by it,” Anderson adds. “It was a big
Since
obtaining
an
That invite led Franks down an unexpected path moment for him. At a young age you could see that the
engineering degree in New York, spending two years for an undergraduate engineering major, as the kicker stage was never too big.”
in the NFL and experiencing a brief stint in the Alliance began making a name for himself and receiving offers
By his sophomore year, there was no question
of American Football, Carmel High alumnus Andrew from NFL teams.
Franks would be a varsity player in every sport he
Franks has signed a contract with the Tampa Bay Vipers
Franks began his high school sports career as a played.
of the XFL, playing in the rebooted league for the first multi-tool JV football team player, but quickly moved
The Carmel alum was selected as an all-county or
year since it ceased operations in 2001.
all-league player for soccer, baseball
After being released by the Miami
and football, but suffered a possible
Dolphins, Franks spent his time as a kicker
season-ending skull fracture and
in the American Alliance of Football
concussion while playing in a sevenduring the league’s one-year lifespan. It
on-seven football game in July on a
was in the summer of 2019, though, when
field trip. His family and coaching staff
the kicker received a unique opportunity
were left wondering if his career in
to return to Florida and serve as a kicker
football was over.
for the Tampa Bay Vipers, an up-and“Any interest in me before the
coming league designed to encourage
skull fracture sort of diminished, so at
faster-paced, more exhilarating games
a point I realized that I needed to put
with fewer strict rules and guidelines.
school first and still play a sport I really
“We’ve got a lot of really talented
care about as well,” Franks comments.
players on the team this year,” the
Franks wasn’t drafted upon
27-year-old kicker comments. “I’m really
graduating RPI in 2014 but signed a
excited to be with this group of guys.”
contract with the Miami Dolphins in
After attending CHS, Franks was
2015, beating out multiple kickers on
set on getting into an engineering school
the team. For the next two years Franks
and obtaining a degree. In 2010, Franks
kicked 29 field goals on a 78% field
made the decision to attend Rensselaer
goal percentage and a 95% extra point
courtesy of ANDREW FRANKS
Polytechnic Institute, a private research
attempt percentage in the 2015 and
university in Troy, New York. The Andrew Franks is over halfway through his first season with the Tampa Bay Vipers, who 2016 seasons.
athlete spent the next four years at RPI play next on March 14 versus the St. Louis BattleHawks.
The 27-year-old plans to continue
playing football with the Division-III
his major league sports career for the
football team and getting his bachelor’s in Biomedical up in the ranks after filling in for a varsity kicker in a next few years, hoping for offers from NFL teams and
Engineering.
first round playoff game.
later continuing his career in biomedical engineering
Taking advantage of his skills as a kicker while
“We were having some problems with kicking after a unique career path that has led him around the
at RPI, Franks had a chance encounter with Justin when he was a freshman playing for JV when we country.
Medlock, a former NFL kicker and current kicker for moved Andrew up [to varsity] against Scotts Valley,”
Franks is entering his sixth week in the XFL,
the Winnipeg Blue Bombers of the Canadian Football Anderson adds.
a league playing a modified schedule with a 10League.
The coach was involved in all four years of Franks’ game season. To catch Franks score a few field goals
“Medlock called me up and asked if I wanted to high school football career, but notes he didn’t serve as on national TV, watch the Vipers take on the D.C.
kick some balls with him,” Franks says. “He had a head coach until 2009.
Defenders on Saturday, March 28.
strong leg, and I was keeping up with him the whole
“He kicked a field goal and made it on the last
time, so that was the first time I had thought, ‘Well, if play of the half to tie the game 17-17, and he wasn’t
BY MILES PREKOSKI

PREP SPORTS

CHS senior headed to Sonoma State University to play golf
BY ARIELLE CASTAGNA

Gavilan Division of the Pacific Coast Athletic League
On Nov. 14, senior Brenna Ozel reached a long- just this year.
time goal of hers and signed a four-year contract with
“I think freshman year I decided I wanted to take
Sonoma State University.
it to the next level,” Ozel says. “Like it was an option,
The standout golfer won player of the year for the but I didn’t really think I could do it.”
The possibility of going to school for golf led
Ozel to start the process to take those next steps as a
freshman.
“It was just playing a lot of tournaments and
getting my scores down,” the senior says. “By
sophomore year and the beginning of junior year, I
started talking to coaches, and I talked a lot but it
really came down to just visiting the campus, meeting
the coach and feeling the vibes.”
The scariest thing for Ozel was meeting with the
coaches and playing golf with them. With Sonoma
being a top choice, it was intimidating, but Ozel
expresses that it was the atmosphere and the people
were positive and uplifting.
“I was really nervous, but it was such a rewarding
experience.” Ozel says.
CHS golf coach Ross Kroeker says that Ozel
finished this year’s season with medalist honors and
wrapped up her high school career by shooting 73 at
Laguna Seca.
“Once Brenna determined that her goal
was to play golf in college and make that
commitment, her discipline and dedication
to improving her skills were impressive,” the
coach says. “She committed to make important
changes to improve her technique and put in the
practice time to achieve them. In addition, she
played a full schedule of tournaments to develop
photo by MIRA MECKEL
her competitive skills.”
Ozel looks forward to honing her skills in a collegiate
The young golfer verbally committed back
atmosphere at Sonoma State University.
in September, going on to officially sign on

national signing day in mid-November.
The CHS senior explains that the process itself
presented challenges. Among the challenges was the
question of whether it was the right decision. Since
it would be such a big part of her future, the senior
expresses that she struggled with self-doubt, despite
reaching her goal.
Ozel goes on to say that committing to Sonoma
State changed her work ethic and acted as a reminder of
what all of the tournaments and practice was for.
“I’m most excited to just play on a team because
of the bond you form with your teammates,” Ozel
says. “That and being able to go places I’ve never been
before.”
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Collegiate sports atmosphere sets program in motion
BY EMMA BROWN

work on their specialized events.
the long-distance runners.
On a warm February day, 71 kids can be seen
“I run my practices like a collegiate program,”
The track and field team is comprised of an elite
running circles around the track, warming up their legs, explains Cunningham, who works mainly with coaching staff: Jason Gorman works with athletes for
jumping over hurdles and throwing 16-pound shot put sprinters. “I expect everything to be on time. I expect throwing events, Matt King specializes in the high jump
balls as far as possible. Although they train like it, this is everyone to be dressed out. I try to make sure the drills event, Bill Frost helps students train for horizontal
not a college track practice—it is the
jumps and hurdles, and
Carmel High School track and field
Bret Whitford works with
team, led by former Olympian Nick
students competing in the
Cunningham, and their practices are
pole vault event.
very different from those of other
“My favorite part of
high schools.
track is going to the meets
Last year, the girls’ track and
with everyone, especially
field team finished first in the PCAL
the invitationals, because
Mission Division; the boys’ team
the energy is good and you
finished second. Because of their
get to see all your hard
successful seasons, both teams
work pay off,” says junior
progressed to the most elite Central
Sarah Graessly, a recordCoast sports division: the Gabilan.
breaking pole vaulter.
Coach Nick Cunningham is a
This season, CHS
Monterey local, previous National
track and field is aiming for
Guard sergeant and Olympic
consistent improvement
bobsledder. Cunningham ran track for
rather than a specific title.
Monterey High School, specializing
Cunningham notes that as
in 100 and 200-meter sprints.
long as their athletes are
“Having that hard-working
giving their best every
mentality of always wanting to be the
day, he is not particularly
best is something I try to bring into my
concerned with results.
coaching from what I learned during
“This season my
photo by EMMA BROWN
[Olympic] training,” Cunningham
goal is to make it back
says. “I try to always take what I Sprinters work on speed during a 25-minute workout with Coach Cunningham.
to state championships
learned when I was an athlete and try
and compete again,” says
to apply it as a coach by furthering my education and are on point. I try to help those athletes that want to go junior sprinter Benicio Cristafalo.
trying to learn, like going to different clinics.”
on to the next level, so they can have the opportunity to
The CHS track and field team will compete in a
Practice typically begins with a half-mile warm-up, see what it will take to go to that next level.”
meet against Palma/Notre Dame at Palma High School
then a 10- to 15-minute stretching and warm-up session
Assistant coach Josselyn Beutler, a successful high on March 19 at 3:30 p.m.
before the sprinters and distance runners separate to school track athlete for Monterey High School, advises
PREP SPORTS

Girls’ soccer team scores league title in undefeated run
BY RILEY PALSHAW

After making history by becoming
the first Carmel High School varsity
girls’ soccer team to have an undefeated
season in league and win the title of
champions in the Cypress Division of
the Pacific Coast Athletic League, the
team finished their season after making
it to the semifinals of the CCS Division
Playoffs.
Carmel (10-0 in PCAL, 16-3-1
overall) scored a total of 75 goals and
only allowed 25 goals. The low number
of goals scored against Carmel can
be tied to the freshman goalie Jordan
Chiewpanich, whose 138 saves were a
major contributing factor.
“Whether it is a practice, a weak
opponent, a strong opponent, no matter
our league or division, it doesn’t matter,”
head coach Krista Winkler says. “I feel
strongly that it is my job and the job of
the other coaches to hold each athlete
and the team accountable to play to their
potential and to always work toward our
goals.”
These athletes had one major
goal this season: to win league. After
checking that off their list, they aimed to
win CCS.
Led by Winkler, Carmel played in
the CCS Division Quarterfinals on Feb.
22 against Latino College Prep, winning
3-1. The game started off by highlighting
both team’s strong defenses, causing the
first half to end with no score, but the
momentum quickly picked up when
Carmel made their first goal in the second
half, scored by freshman Nikki Benak,
who collected 18 goals this season and

led not only her team, but the entire many of her teammates, agrees that the that it would only benefit the team’s
league, in shots on goal. Junior Cosima younger girls only added to the dynamic level of success.
Cristofalo, who had 19 goals overall, of the team, but also points that the
“When you have a positive team
went on to score the following two goals, team’s level of play can be traced to the culture where girls trust and support
securing Carmel’s lead against Latino overall camaraderie.
one another you can outplay or contend
College Prep and guaranteeing their spot
“Starting off the season we had a with anyone,” Winkler says. “You can’t
in the semifinals.
lot of freshman talent coming in which pick girls up and motivate or dig deep in
Losing 4-0 against Sacred Heart definitely benefited our team,” Cristofalo tough games without respect and trust.”
Preparatory in the semifinals, Carmel adds. “But I would attribute most of our
walked off their home field without a success to the incredible team culture we
CCS title, but instead a season of firsts. had from the very beginning.”
And despite the loss, the team still had
Since the first day of practice, this
an unbelievable successful season due group of athletes worked hard to build
to their strong work ethic and their a strong sense of community, knowing
freshman talent.
With major gaps
that needed filling
at the beginning
of
the
season,
underclassmen
were put to the test,
but made quite an
impression.
“Every year, the
team and coaches
can’t always imagine
a
team
without
the girls you lost,”
Winkler says. “But
every year you build
a new team with
new chemistry and
with girls graduating
it leaves gaps for
younger
players
to step up and fill
photo by RILEY PALSHAW
[them]. And our new
young players did just
Freshman Nikki Benak scored one of Carmel’s three goals in the CCS quarterfinals against Latino
that.”
Cristofalo, like College Prep on Feb. 23.
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Coaches observe positive feedback from recommended
seasonal sports surveys
BY BELA PATEL

At Carmel High School, each athlete has the
opportunity to take a recommended survey during
lunch at the end of the season. Although there are a
few athletes who use the surveys as an opportunity to
rant, the feedback is mainly positive, and it gives the
coaches a chance to improve and reflect on the season.
Carmel High School has a very strong athletic
department, where hundreds of students participate in
each sports season. As of Feb. 27 almost 37 percent of
students are participating in this spring sports season.
This player survey gives the coaches feedback on
what to improve, which helps make the sports more
successful.
Administrators realized there was no place for
players to have a voice when it came to their athletic
experience; therefore, they created the end of season
sports surveys. The feedback for the surveys are mainly
extremely positive, with exception to a few unhappy
players.
“There was lots of trepidation when they were first

installed, but for the most part they are pretty positive,”
Anderson says. The surveys have a purpose to help
coaches grow and give them criticism.”
The surveys were created around ten years ago,
and since then, the athletic director and varsity football
coach Golden Anderson individually goes over the
sports surveys with all the coaches using the feedback
from the surveys. For each sport, the survey responses
are gathered and put into a spreadsheet, making it
easier for Anderson and the coaches to read the overall
feedback and opinions about the season.
“As a coach, I try to be as reflective as I can and try
to be as aware and present with all my athletes during
the season,” Anderson says about his response to the
surveys as a coach.
The varsity boys’ basketball coach Kurt Grahl
comments how the surveys are valuable if you look at
them as a whole rather than reviewing each individual
response. Additionally, he explains how all teachers
and coaches want to improve, and the surveys are a
good way to help them.
“I am my own worst critic,” Grahl says. “I try to

take a critical look at areas that don’t live up to my
standards.”
Not only does taking the valuable criticism into
account help them grow as an individual, but it also
helps them grow as a coach. Grahl adds that he thinks
Anderson does a good job going through and reviewing
the content with the coaches.
Joy Smith, the CHS girls’ JV field hockey and
lacrosse coach, says the sports surveys clearly have
a good purpose and serve a constructive purpose,
contributing valuable feedback for not only the coaches,
but also the athletic department as a whole.
Varsity field hockey coach Cassandra Hanson
mentioned how the coaches are not very involved with
the survey process, other than when reviewing them
with the athletic director.
“As a coach, we don’t know much about it or have
much involvement in the surveys, other than being told
that they are mandatory for all of the athletes,” Hanson
says.
Hanson says getting the athletes’ perspective on
the season and how it went for them is important.
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Spring production of ‘Bye, Bye Birdie’ says farewell to
bygone era and bids adieu to beloved drama teacher
BY MARTIN SEVCIK
The upcoming Carmel High School drama
production “Bye Bye Birdie” begins with some big
news for rock star Conrad Birdie: He has been drafted
into a war and will be forced to leave in the near future.
The 2019-20 school year also began with some big
news for the students involved with that production:
Drama teacher Gracie Poletti would be leaving for Los
Angeles to resume her career as a professional actor at
the end of the year, making “Bye Bye Birdie” the final
production Poletti will be directing on campus.
“It’s bittersweet,” Poletti says. “I’m sad to be
leaving because I adore my students, and this job is so

much fun, but I’m excited to get on with a new chapter
in my personal life.”
“Bye Bye Birdie” will open March 13 at the
Carmel High School theater and serves as a farewell
for Poletti, who first began teaching drama on campus
in 2016.
“I definitely wouldn’t be as good of an actor as I
am today if Gracie wasn’t there to coach me,” senior
says Jacob Buzza, who, like senior Libby Lambert,
cites an intense focus on technical skills as instrumental
to Poletti’s strength as a teacher and a major reason for
their improvement.
Poletti also brings a certain character to each
production with her directing.
“I’ve been in every show
she’s directed here, and every
time she amazes me with her
ideas and her creativity,” says
senior Yvonne DiGirolamo,
adding that Poletti has helped
her with her own acting pursuits,
helping DiGirolamo prepare for
and record monologues as part of
various auditioning processes.
The plot of “Bye Bye
Birdie” focuses on Albert
Peterson, Birdie’s manager, and
his secretary Rose Alvarez trying
to pull one last publicity stunt, a
kiss on live television with one
lucky fan before Birdie is sent to
war. This, alongside the romantic
photo by MARTIN SEVCIK
plotlines presented throughout,
forms the basic foundation for
Yvonne DiGirolamo recieves stage direction from Grace Poletti during a
the commentary that the play
rehearsal for “Bye Bye Birdie.”

provides.
“It’s about finding yourself and not letting other
people bring you down,” Lambert says. “You need to
be able to assert yourself and choose your own path.”
The core message of the play is dynamic. To some,
like senior Jeremiah Lamph, it’s about generational
conflicts, and to others, like sophomore John Campo,
it’s about learning from mistakes and moving past
them. Others see it as a commentary on the nature of
musicals themselves.
“It’s a spoof of the typical structure of a play,”
senior Hanna Richmond says. “It comments on how
the female and male roles are usually portrayed in
musicals.”
This deconstruction of the musical genre is a large
part of the play’s appeal.
“It’s tongue-in-cheek,” Poletti says. “It’s not a
super serious depiction of the ‘50s, and there are a
bunch of ridiculously silly moments, which makes it a
very fun comedy to both do and watch.”
Poletti worked as an actor for 22 years in Los
Angeles before moving to Carmel where she continued
acting in local productions and holding positions like
the director of the Pacific Repertory Theater’s School
of Dramatic Arts. With her youngest child graduating
from CHS at the end of the year, Poletti hopes to return
to where it all began.
“I hope the last lesson I can give my drama students
is to pursue your dreams and go for it, no matter your
age or the risks,” Poletti says. “I hope they can take that
to heart.”
The students Poletti leaves behind will miss her.
“It’s going to be hard to find a replacement,”
Campo says. “No one can really replace Gracie.”

FOOD

Local baker dishes out desserts daily at new Crossroads bakery
BY MICHAEL LAKIND

challenges. Making it to the final round, Wilson wowed
the judges, celebrity chef and head judge Ron BenIsrael in particular, with her apple pie cake.
“Ron Ben-Israel said my cake was one of the best
cakes he’d ever tasted,” Wilson says. “You always look
at that show and think ‘it can’t really be that hard.’ It
really is.”
A ways down the road of her career, Wilson found

baking operation.
“We started displaying and cutting her cakes and
people were having a visceral reaction to what they
were seeing,” Abbruzzese says. “[Baking] is something
I never trained for, and once I met Reba it kinda came
out.”
Since meeting her through her son as a second
grader, Austin Moonan had always been wowed by
Wilson’s abilities in the kitchen. He delved into the
film world, but after earning a degree in Los Angeles,
he decided to switch gears and explore baking by
becoming a baking assistant at the store.
“She’s always been making these insane baked
goods and they’ve always been amazing,” Moonan
says. “She’s been a mother figure to me for a while.”
Wilson, Abbruzzese and Moonan all have a
common passion for the culinary arts, and all for
similar reasons. What all three of these unlikely
friends find joy in is the emotions they conjure with
cooking and baking. Their shared experiences show
how food really does bring people together.
“The biggest part is people’s reactions,”
Abbruzzese observes. “We’re not doing this just to
make money. We enjoy being in the kitchen and giving
something to the community. It’s kinda fulfilling.”
The shop is located at 206 Crossroads Boulevard.
They are open from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturdays, and are
courtesy of REBA WILSON
closed on Sundays.

Just down the block from Safeway in the
Crossroads, the tantalizing aroma of cinnamon sugar is
carried through the usually-dull parking lot air. A bright
pink standout in the array of shops, Sweet Reba’s is
one of the shopping center’s newest additions, and an
undoubtedly delicious one at that.
A Carmel High alum herself, Reba Wilson is a selftaught baker who started out as a frequent vendor at
the Monterey Farmers Market, specializing in custom
cakes for about 15 years. In November 2017 she was
offered to start a pop-up store in the Crossroads. This
temporary style of store has its limitations, and she
soon learned the business could use an upgrade.
“We were still just baking from home and bringing
it over [to the store],” says Wilson of the store before
its renovation. “It was more like a long-term farmers
market booth, and it went really well.”
The pop-up store closed the following January so
that Wilson and her team could redevelop the store to
have a full commercial kitchen. By building the fullscale kitchen, Wilson had the opportunity to expand
her menu and receive permits to serve more perishable
things like desserts with cream filling or pastry cheeses,
such as mascarpone or cream cheese.
For students, Sweet Reba’s is a great new spot
to grab breakfast. With office hours every Thursday,
students that drive can go over to the bakery at its
earlier hours for a quick and inexpensive bite.
Reba Wilson amazes the Monterey Farmers Market crowd
“You can get these little cinnamon sugar muffins with her dessert booth.
for fifty cents apiece,” says senior Libby Lambert about
Wilson’s delectable bite-size donut muffins. “You can
also get a breakfast burrito for only three dollars with a business partner in Mike Abbruzzese. Born and raised
eggs, tater tots, bacon and salsa in it.”
in a Brooklyn household with chefs for grandparents,
On a more widely-known side of her career, he had a brief encounter with the culinary world before
Wilson was a contestant on an episode of the culinary playing professional soccer and getting a degree in
competition show “Cake Wars.” This show pits business. He became a regular at Wilson’s market
talented bakers against each other in unique, creative booth and took an interest in helping to transform her
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Grimes struggles to balance personal and artistic personas
on latest effort ‘Miss Anthropocene’

The singer says she “wants to make climate change
fun,” but let’s ignore tone deafness of lamenting climate
Grimes has spent much of her career posturing as a change while dating a tech billionaire (Elon Musk,
whimsical, above-it-all fairy with a patently high voice if you aren’t savvy on celebrity relationships) and
and an odd amalgamation of influences ranging from judge the songs on their merits. “Darkseid,” a glitchy,
Björk to anime soundtracks, yet her first album as a thumping beat, features disorienting verses from
full-time pop diva can’t help, but get lost in the world Taiwanese rapper PAN, with a glitchy and apocalyptic
she’s created around her.
refrain where Grimes laments her unrest.
Bollywood influences come
to the forefront on “4ÆM,” a
cyberpunk jam for those who long
for a dystopian future where robots
control what we listen to. Maybe
Grimes herself is the robot: She
coldly addresses climate change
from the perspective of somebody
who looks down on the rest of us
mortals, making the whole thing
feel distant, disengaged. Taking
a stand against climate change
in the current year is about as
uncontroversial as coming out
against kicking puppies, so how
is this concept transformed in any
meaningful way?
More
traditional
courtesy of 4AEM
instrumentation takes shape on
“Delete Forever,” which trades
the in-your-face attempts at
artpop for something a little more
BY KYLIE YEATMAN

digestible. It’s here that Grimes’ voice truly shines, an
elegant falsetto which glides against the sparse acoustic
guitars—an odd choice, but certainly a welcome one
between heavy soundscapes.
The cultural zeitgeist has certainly shifted in favor
of moodier, more introspective songs with mental
illness at the forefront, and Grimes is no stranger to
this concept: “My Name is Dark,” with its ridiculously
crowded wall of sound and piercing vocals, feels like
the musical embodiment of an intrusive thought. Where
Grimes’ voice sounds nice over sparse instrumentation,
she’s also no stranger to shouting over a ridiculous
amount of noise, making the song sound as though you
have twenty YouTube tabs open at once and hit play on
all of them simultaneously.
The album’s closer, “IDORU,” is a shimmering,
glittery pop song which feels kind of like the closing
credits to a dystopian film. There’s no denying that
Grimes is one of pop’s most transformative chameleons,
and while the album’s mixing and message both feel
convoluted at time, there’s a certain honesty to the
artistic experience of a Grimes record that very few
artists manage to capture.
6/10
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Playlist of the Month

March 2020

I’ve curated a selection of love songs this month because, as
we all know, March is the most romantic month of the year.
There are some saucy ones and some quirky ones, but you best
believe they’re all absolute slaperoonies. Enjoy, dear Sandpiper
readers.

“EARFQUAKE”
Tyler, the Creator

“Spice Girl”
Amine

“I Love You So”
The Walters

“I Feel it Coming”
The Weeknd

“It’s Not Living”
The 1975

“Wet Dreamz”
J. Cole

“Chateau Lobby #4”
Father John Misty

“Hourglass”
Catfish and the Bottlemen
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MEMES

Surreal memes prove an incomprehensible facet
of Gen Z. humor--this is by deisgn
BY JORDI FAXON AND KYLIE YEATMAN

Most parents are well aware that their teenagers
are characterized by an apathy towards doing anything. Mysteriously, what seems to blindside them
time and time again is that this apathy has extended to
the formation of coherent jokes. Nonsensical premises
and non-sequitur punchlines are at the heart of surreal
memes—images created by teenagers to elicit a feeling of confusion and discomfort, where the expected
“joke” is virtually non-existent.
Just as surrealism in the world of art often denotes
works that depict bizarre and other-worldly scenes and
images, like the paintings of Dalí, Picasso and Miró,
surrealism in the world of memes takes on a similar
elusive character.
Salvador Dalí would sit in a chair, with a key in
his hand, hanging over a metal bucket, and when he
fell asleep he would drop the key, it would fall into
the bucket, and upon being woken he’d paint the last
thing he saw in his sleep. Many surreal meme makers
of today employ a similar method, and it shows in their
work’s dream-like, childish incomprehensibility.
The meme artists of today differentiate themselves
from the “I’m so random” fads of yore, which often
based themselves in the physical world and quickly

became stale and predictable, by unfettering themselves from the shackles of empirical reality. Surreal memes transcend the worldly limitations of the
randomness trend: There are no funny or random
symbols, there is only a dismal and somewhat disturbing feeling of futility in the face of an empty
death.
The dire sensibilities of surreal memes harkens back to the fact that the majority of Generation Z, born in 2001 and beyond, have never known
a world before events like 9/11 and the Iraq War,
and for many, it feels as though we were born into a
world of chaos and disorder: These feelings manifest in the form of the surreal meme.
In this light, there is an appeal that has justified
the movement after-the-fact: parents, out-of-theloop as they are, don’t understand surreal memes,
and thus it feels exclusive—like it’s ours.
Similarly, the youth of today are surrounded by
humorous depictions of death: Listen into any teenage conversation and you might hear the phrase “I
want to die.” Surreal memes give us a look at what
death may actually look like: empty, unforgiving space
filled with dire images of vaguely familiar creatures.
Just as with other meme genres, there are recurring themes and characters that surface throughout
the canon of the these works: Meme Man, the
beige, plasticy bust; Mr. Orange, the demon orange with arms and a face and Strawman Ball,
the sunglassed 3D smiley face and digital emblem of anarcho-capitalism, persist. Consistent
themes of emptiness, despair, nihilism and political satire embody the youth mindset when it
comes to today’s screen-filled society.
Everyone always discusses the teens who
walk out of their classes and take boats across
the Atlantic Ocean, but what about those of us
who only have our computers and Adobe PhotoShop? For us, the only escape from this hellish
climate is nonsensical comedy. We, the youth,
have been bastioned as the protectors of a new
democracy, but on the inside, we are all disillusioned cynics who frantically mock the absurdity of man in the panopticon that is society by
defying the conventions of comedy.

Though everyone is so caught up in the things they
do and don’t understand, surreal memes remind us that
comprehending the void is physically impossible, and
will only bring you a life of terror and frustration down
the road. Rejoicing in surreal memes means surrendering yourself to the chaos of our natural world.
If Reddit is your social media website of choice,
you’ll be more than pleased with subreddits r/SurrealMemes or r/ComedyHeaven. Lesser-known r/
thomastheplankengine (for the dream-induced memes)
and r/nihilistmemes share the spirit of the movement
as well. If you’re a plebeian or a person of bourgeois
affiliations who only uses Instagram, @TheSurrealBank, @thevoidanditscounterparts, @dodecahedron.
lad, and @ohwack will keep you more than busy.
CHS junior Lukas Welsch-Schraud notes, in perfect style, “My favorite subreddit is r/amish.It’s completely empty: no posts, no moderators.”
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Question and Answer
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What’s your favorite restaurant?
One thing on your bucket list?
Favorite season?
What would you save from your burning house?
Biggest fear?

Cadyn Lucido
junior
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Jack in the Box
traveling to the Czech Republic
winter
my cat
the bottom of shoes

Grace Ryan
senior

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ife Oladokun
sophomore
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Benihana
skydiving
summer
my little brothers
spiders

The Bench
just to travel
summer
my pets
belly buttons

Manuel Gozzi
senior

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Benihana
skydiving
spring
my dog
heights
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Horoscopes

Aries: March 20 - April 20
Many people claim that they have a ton of different personalities and can’t contain them, but
in reality, they are just rude people and should be
condemned. Don’t be that person.
Taurus: April 21 - May 21
If you constantly smother your pet with hugs
and affection every time you see it, it might die
because you’ve suffocated it. That’s what you’re
doing to your relationships.
Gemini: May 22 - June 22
Disappointment, rue and the oppressive lull of
rain will condemn you and your loved ones to an
eternal despair this month. You have no choice
but to live in an eternal state of fear and anguish.
Cancer: June 23 - July 23
Don’t let the fear-inspiring whisper of death
linger in your ear—the perpetual fear of what
lies beyond our mortal existence is a pervasive,
all-encompassing dread, and making peace with
it may be your only solace.
Leo: July 24 - Aug. 23
You should never pay for something unsatisfying, and because this human notion of “satisfaction” is ultimately an unattainable ideal, it’s
probably best that you simply stop spending
money on anything ever.
Virgo: Aug. 24 - Sept. 22
Optimism is the philosophy of the weak, but
maybe you need to show a little bit of weakness and stop being such a damn pessimist this
month. It’s in your self-interest.
Libra: Sept. 23 - Oct. 22
Life is way too short to not buy an exciting cup
and drink everything out of it. We recommend
one of those ones that makes everything you
drink look like dish solvent!
Scorpio: Oct. 23 - Nov. 21
Making peace with the uncontrollable, cyclical nature of our lives is a sign of maturity, but
there’s no reason to be mature in the first place.
Embrace your inner wee baby and throw up all
over the place!
Sagittarius: Nov. 22 - Dec. 21
You are like an overflowing trash can, to the
point of which people have begun to pile their
trash next to you in an orderly little pile. Stop
accepting other people’s garbage, but be warned:
You will never get taken out.
Capricorn: Dec. 22 - Jan. 19
All of the signs are pointing in your favor this
month, but then again, maybe there aren’t any
signs at all, and thus that’s kind of a vacuous
truth. But hey, no news is the best news!
Aquarius: Jan. 20 - Feb. 18
If I may recommend one thing to you, it would
be to move: Pack up all of your stuff and get out!
You’ll learn much more about yourself when you
don’t know anybody and have to rely on your
inner monologue.
Pisces: Feb. 19 - March 19
It’s great that you bought that metal cup holder
to go with your reusable cup and metal straw, but
the rest of us didn’t really ask. Clearly you’re going to have a lot of single-use friends this month.
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PHILOSOPHICAL
MINUTE
Good behavior isn’t always rewarded. Great
people are stolen at young ages, and humanity has
bared its teeth—and boy, we aren’t pretty. After
confronting the seemingly irrational pain life deals
us, it is only natural to ask ourselves why we should
go on living in a world that doesn’t seem to want us.
This is a valid question, one that millenia
have answered. We’ve thought up many systems
of reward for bearing the struggle of living. For
some, the narratives work well enough; I will leave
them. But for others, there is a restlessness towards
any explanation of suffering; it smells of wishful
consolation.
All of the existentialists agreed on this point,
the meaninglessness of existence; what they
differed on was how to confront it. I will narrate
their conversation.
The Christian existentialists came first, the most
well-known of them being Søren Kierkegaard. He
was the first to bring “anguish” into philosophical
discourse, as the fundamental discomfort with the
irresoluteness of our existence. He encouraged a
relinquishment, God being a passion you had to
throw yourself into—he spoke of “leaping into
faith”—in the impossibility of objective knowledge.
German phenomenologists came next. Martin
Heidegger reminded us there is something that
happens before thought which makes us aware of our
existence: It is a visceral anxiety at its confrontation.
“Dasein” is the term he coined to define the human
as an individual, her very existence being an issue.
The Parisian existentialists were pretty hip and
trendy in their day. Jean-Paul Sartre was a dashing
intellectual—not in appearance, but certainly
in wit. He saw we are born with no instruction
manuals, and are radically, overwhelmingly, free
to make huge decisions. He said we must live in
good faith, authentically to ourselves, and reject
authority standing at odds with our nature. Simone
de Beauvoir, his wife, blended existentialism
with feminism, feeling women needed to liberate
themselves from all the arbitrary connotational

baggage they’ve assumed, contained within the
concept of “woman.”
Albert Camus, also dashing intellectual—
very much in appearance—coined the philosophy
called Absurdism. He labeled all of the previous
philosophers as practitioners of philosophical
suicide for trying to evade the absurdity of the human
condition. He crafted the absurd hero, a person
who not only is confronted with the absurdity but
gallantly rebels against it. It’s the absurdity between
our craving for understanding (unavoidable) and the
indifference of the universe (also unavoidable).
So, who’s right? How do we deal with our
condition?
In matters of such grandeur, I’m not sure
there has to be an answer right for everyone. What
resonated with you? I personally think Camus’s
analysis is the most compelling because he seems
to resist everyone else’s temptation to “solve” the
problem. Usually, though, while philosophers
have come to their own understandings, students
of philosophy are encouraged to not settle, and
instead to wade in myriad texts. I think this model
complements the absurd truth: It’s best not to anchor
our life in hope for something that helps it all make
sense, but instead, live for life’s own sake.

About the author: Jordi Faxon is an esteemed
evangelist for radical apoliticism and selfdescribed anarcho-nihlist.

MIA’S RANTS:

Walking Walls

Oh, the hallways. A festering breeding ground
of teenage activity comparable to the bustling plains
of the African savanna. Flocking from class to class,
students should be able to traverse the corridors with
ease, yet one impenetrable, indestructible herd blocks
their path: freshmen.
I don’t get it. Why must they pick the skinniest,
most densely travelled area to assemble? Whenever I
need to get somewhere, an impassable mass of 6 to
3,000 prepubescent beasts decide to cement themselves to the ground, forming the sturdiest and most
effective barricade known to mankind. The Great Wall
of China looks like a dinky little LEGO compared to
the endless freshmen blockage causing me innumerable tardies.
Our campus is filled with vast, empty spaces perfect for just standing idly, yet somehow they remain
just that—empty! The quad by the French room was
optimally designed to handle the capacity of at least
a couple hundred, but all I ever see are the same five
token people. Stand on the roof for all I care! Just let
me get to the bathroom.
Walking through the halls has become a highspeed obstacle course where one misstep will suck
you into the darkest depths of the turbulent tempest of
infants apparently lacking all sense of direction. Like
a pack of dying sloths, the mob moves slower than our
school’s WiFi.
I think we need to look at the bigger issue here.
I am genuinely concerned for the health and overall

well-being of our younger peers because they are
clearly suffering from some sort of zombie infection.
It makes perfect sense! That dazed look in their eyes,
their absolute inability to move with any purpose, the
assortment of collective groans and grunts. Obviously
there’s no other explanation for their behavior, so if
anyone has some sort of vaccine or is skilled with a
lasso, please let me know.

About the author: Mia Kotelec is angry!

